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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, we shall present several sufficiency criteria and duality 
results under generalized p-convexity conditions for the following nonlinear 
programming problem involving n-set functions: 
(P) minimize F(S,, . . . . S,) 
subject o G,(S,, . . . . S,)<O, .iEm, 
(S 1, . . . . S,) E d”, 
where d” is the n-fold product of a o-algebra d of subsets of a given set 
X, m = { 1, 2, . . . . m}, and F and G,, jE 8, are real-valued functions defined 
on LZ?~. 
Problems of this type arise naturally in a variety of decision-making 
situations dealing with optimal selection of measurable subsets. Specifically, 
these problems have been encountered in fluid flow [ 11, electrical insulator 
design [2], regional design (districting, facility location, warehouse layout, 
urban planning, etc.) [7, 81, statistics [9, 201, and optimal plasma confine- 
ment [27]. 
In most cases, the theory and methods proposed for the analysis of 
optimization problems of this type are of an ad hoc nature and thus far a 
unified framework for the study of these problems has not emerged. 
However, recently some important steps toward developing a general 
optimization theory for problems with set functions have been taken by 
Morris [ 191, who defined the notions of local convexity, global convexity, 
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and differentiability for set functions, and established optimality conditions 
and Lagrangian duality for a general optimization problem with set func- 
tions, which closely parallel similar results for nonlinear programming 
problems with point functions [ 161. He also discussed some computational 
procedures for the solution of nonlinear programs with set functions. The 
ideas and results advanced by Morris have been utilized and extended t-11 
others [3-5, 8, 10, 13, 14, 253. In particular, the optimality and dualit) 
results of [19] were recently generalized in [6] for problems with II-set 
functions. 
A different approach to defining the concept of convexity for cet 
functions is discussed in [ 17, 23, 241 and some optimality results for 
optimization problems containing such functions are given in [ 171. 
In this paper, we establish a number of sufficiency criteria for (P) in 
terms of p-convex, p-quasiconvex, and p-pseudoconvex n-set functions. 
Furthermore, making use of the optimality conditions given m 161. we 
formulate Wolfe-type and other more general dual problems for (P ), and 
prove appropriate duality theorems. These optimality and duality results 
contain as special cases the counterparts of most of the well-known results 
originally obtained for conventional nonlinear programming problems with 
differentiable data. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall introduce some notation and 
recall a number of basic definitions which will be used frequent]? 
throughout the sequel. For the most part. we shall follow [6, 191. 
Let (X. ,d, p) be a finite atomless measure space with L,(.Y. rd. I() 
separable, and let d be the pseudometric on QJ” defined by 
d((R,. . . . . R,,), (S,, . . . . S,,))= 
I 
&+ /12(R,dS,) 
I’ 
I 
. R,, S,~.cyl. iE[r. 
,=I 
where 3 denotes symmetric difference. Thus (*,‘I, d) is a pseudometrlc 
space which will serve as the domain for most of the functions that will be 
used in this paper. 
For h E L,(X, .d, p) and SE .d with indicator (characteristic) function 
I, E L , (X, .d, p), the integral js k d/c will be denoted by (II, Is). 
We shall next define the notions of differentiability and convexity for 
n-set functions. These were originally introduced in [19] for set funtions: 
their n-set counterparts are discussed in 161. Our version of convexity. 
called p-convexity, is slightly more general than those given in [6, 191. 
A set function P: .o( -+ [w is said to be differentiable ut S* if there exists 
DP,, E L ,( ,Y, .a/, ,u), called the derivatiw of P at S*, such that for each 
s E .d, 
P(S)= P(S*)+ (DP,.. Z,s-/,s*j + I/‘,(.% S*), 
where V,(S, S*) is o(d(S, S* )I. i.e., lim,,, y,.\*l , ,, C’,(S. S* )id(S. S*) = 0 
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A function Q: &” -+ R is said to have a partial derivative at 
cs:, ..., S,*)E&~ with respect to its ith argument if the function 
P(S,) = Q(Sf, . . . . S,*_,, S,, ST+,, . . . . S,*) has derivative DP,:, iEn; in that 
case, the ith partial derivative of Q at (SF, . . . . S,*) is defined to be 
D,Q si, ,sz = DPsT, i E n. 
A function Q: d” + R is said to be differentiable at (S:, . . . . S,*) if all the 
partial derivatives D,Qsi,. ,sn’, i E n, exist and satisfy the requirement 
Q(s ~,...,s,)=Q(s:,...,s~,+ i (D,Qs,,..,Js,-Is,4 
1=1 
+ WQ((S, 2 ..‘> S,), (ST, ..., S,*)), 
where Wo((S,, . . . . S,), (ST, . . . . S,*)) is o(d((S,, . . . . S,), (S,*, . . . . S,*))) for all 
(S 1, . . . . S,)EaP. 
We shall say that a function Q: ZP + IF! is p-convex (strictly p-convex) if 
there exists a real number p such that for each 1 E [0, l] and (R,, . . . . R,), 
(S 1, . . . . S,) E dfl, 
lim sup Q( R: u Sf u (R, n S, ), . . . . Rf: u St u (R, n S,)) 
k-x 
G ( < 1 nQ(R,, . . . . R,)+ (1 -l)Q(s,, . . . . s,) 
- p41- A) d*((R,, . . . . R,), (S,, . . . . S,)) 
for any sequences of sets Rf c R,\ S, and Sf c S,\ R,, k = 1, 2,..., satisfying 
I,~+“*MR,,s, and Z$+W*(l-IZ)IS,,R,, iEn, where A\B denotes the 
complement of the set B relative to A and -+“‘* denotes weak* convergence 
of elements in L,(X, d, p). The function Q is said to be strongly convex, 
convex, or weakly convex according as p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
The following property of a differentiable p-convex function will be 
needed later in the sequel; its proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5 of [6]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Q: SB” + [w be a differentiable p-convex (strictly 
p-convex) function. Then for each (R,, . . . . R,), (S,, . . . . S,)E&“, 
Q(R, 3 . . . . RJ>(>) Q(s,, . . . . s,)+ i (DtQ,,, .,s,, 1,x-Is,) 
r=l 
+ pd2((R,, . . . . R,), (s, 9 . . . . s,)). 
In direct analogy to the case of point functions [ 161, we can also define 
p-quasiconvex and p-pseudoconvex n-set functions as follows: 
We shall say that a differentiable function Q: &n + I?2 is p-quasiconvex 
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(strictly p-quasiconvex) if there exists p E IF! such that for all (R, , . . . . R,, ), 
(S,, . . . . S,)Esd”. 
Q(R, 3 . . . . R,) d Q(Sl, . . . . S,,) implies 
,g, (DzQs,. .s,, I,,-Z,,)d(<)-pd’((R,, . . . . R,). (S I,.... S,),. 
The function Q is said to be strongly quasiconvex, quasiconve.x, or weakljs 
quasiconvex according as p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
We shall say that a differentiable function Q: .o/” -+ R 1s p-pseudoconz~s 
(strictly p-pseudoconvex) if there exists p E IT3 such that for all (R, , . . . . R,,), 
(S, . . . . S,I)~,dJ;Qn (with (R,, . . . . R,) # (S,, . . . . S,,)), 
i <DrQ. s,, ,.sn, Z,,-1,,)3 -pd”((R,, . . . . R,,), (S,. . . . . S,,)) 
1=I 
implies Q( R, , . . . . R,) 3 (> 1 Q(S, , . . . . S,,). 
The function Q is said to be strongly pseudoconves, pseudoconvex. or 
weakly pseudoconvex according as p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
From the above definitions and Theorem 1.1 it is easily seen that a dif- 
ferentiable p-convex function is both p-quasiconvex and p-pseudoconvex. 
Similarly, we observe that a strongly quasiconvex (pseudoconvex) function 
is quasiconvex (pseudoconvex) which in turn is weakly quasiconvex 
(pseudoconvex ). 
The role of p-convex functions in the construction and convergence 
analysis of algorithms in nonlinear programming is well known 
[ 15, 21, 223. Their significance in generalizing sufficient optimality condi- 
tions was pointed out in [26], wherein several pertinent references are also 
given. Recently, generalized p-convex functions were used in [ 11, 121 for 
establishing second-order duality relations for nonlinear and fractional 
programming problems. 
The following optimality result will be needed later in our discussion of 
duality for (P). 
THEOREM 1.2. [6]. Let F and G,, jE y, he d$j&entiahle at (SF, . . . . S,T ). 
If (ST 3 . . . . S,*) is a regular optimal solution of (P). that is, if (SF, . . . . S,*) is 
an optimal solution of(P) and there exists (9, , . . . . s,) E .dd” such that 
G,CS:, . . . . S,*)+ i (D,G,sf. ..y;. 1.9, -Z,+ ~0, iEm 
i=I 
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then there exists u* E IR; (nonnegative orthant of W”) such that 
2. SUFFICIENCY CRITERIA 
In this section, we shall discuss some sufficiency criteria for (P) under 
generalized p-convexity conditions, which subsume the counterparts of 
various sufficiency theorems originally obtained for nonlinear program- 
ming problems with point functions. First, however, we consider a situa- 
tion in which all the functions are p-convex. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of(P) and assume 
that F and G,, jE ye are dlyferentiable at (ST, . . . . ST), and that there exists 
UER”, such that 
QFs;, ..s; + f u,D,G,,;..,s~,I,,-Is. 20 
/=l 1) 
forallS,E&, iEn, 
(2.1) 
u,G,(S:, . . . . S,*) = 0, jeg. (2.2) 
Further, assume that F is p-convex, that for each j E m, G, is p,-convex, and 
that b + Cy= 1 u,p, 3 0. Then (S: , . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of(P). 
Proof Let (S, , . . . . S,) be an arbitrary feasible solution of (P). Then 
F(s 1, . . . . S,) - F(S:, . . . . S,*) 
2 i (D,.;, ,s; 9 I,! - Is; > + Pd’((S, > . . . . S,), (ST, . . . . S,* 1) 
r=l 
(by &convexity of F) 
2-i 
m 
1 ~$1 G,sr, , s; 3 Is, - Is: 
r=l ,=I > 
+ fi d’((S,, . . . . S,,), (ST, . . . . S,*)) (by (2.1)) 
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>, f u,[G,(S:, . . . . S,*)-G,(S ,,..., S,)] 
/=l 
+(P+!, u,D)d’((S I,.... s,,,,cs: . . . . . s,T,r 
(by p,-convexity of G,,~E m, and nonnegativity of u) 
20 
i 
since (2.2) holds, u > 0. (S, . . . . . S,,) is feasible for (P), 
andb+ f u,p,30 . 
/=I ! 
Hence F( S,, . . . . S,) >, F(S:, . . . . S,*). Since (S, , ,.., S,,) was arbitrary, we 
conclude that (ST, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of(P). 1 
We shall next present two general sufficiency theorems one of which is 
of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type and the other of the CaratheodoryyJohn 
type. The main features contributing to their generality are p-convexity 
assumptions and a certain scheme for separating the constraint functions 
of (P) into disjoint subsets. This scheme will be utilized again later for 
constructing a general duality model for (P ). 
Let {J,, J,, . . . . .I,} be a partition of PI; thus Jk c n_l, k = 0, 1, _._. Y. 
Jk,nJ,,=O for all k,,k?Eru [O} with k,#k?, and U;=OJk=g 
For a fixed UER”,, let the function A( . . u): .d” + R be defined by 
4(R,, . . . . R,), u,=F(R,, . . . . R,) + 1 u,G,(R,, I.., R,,). 
i E J~I 
and let r,(.,u):.d”-,R, kELu [O), be defined by 
f,((R,. . . . . R,), 10 = c u,G,(R,. . . . . R,,,. 
I t Ji. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (ST, . . . . S,T ) be a feasible solution qf (P) and assume 
that F and G,, jEg, are differentiable at (ST, . . . . S,*), and that there esists 
UE Ry such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. Further, assume that A( ., u) is 
P-pseudoconvex, that for each k EL, I-,( ., u) is p,-quasiconuex, and that 
fi + CL= 1 Pk > 0. Then (ST, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of (P). 
Proof: Let (S,, . . . . S,) be an arbitrary feasible solution of (P). Since 
(2.2) holds and u 30, it follows that for each kE[. I’,( (S,, . . . . S,), U) < 
o=r,((s:, . ..) S,*), u), which implies, in view of our p,-quasiconvexity 
assumption, that for each k E r, 
i ( 1 u,W,.s;. .~~Js;-l,~) d -pkd’((S,, . . . . S,l). (ST, . . . . s;,,. 
,=I ,t Ji 
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Because of these inequalities, (2.1) yields 
k=l 
where the second inequality follows from the assumption that 
$ + CL= i Pk 2 0. By our fi-pseudoconvexity assumption, the above 
inequality implies that A( (S,, . . . . S,), u) > A(($+, . . . . S,*), u). In view of 
(2.2), feasibility of (S,, . . . . S,), and nonnegativity of u, this inequality 
reduces to F(S,, . . . . S,) 3 F(S:, . . . . S,*), and hence (A’:, . . . . S,*) is optimal 
for (P). fi 
Evidently, the above theorem has a number of important special cases 
which can readily be identified by appropriate choices of the partitioning 
sets Jo, J,, . . . . J,. We shall state some of these as corollaries. The point 
function analogues of these sufficiency results are well known in the area of 
nonlinear programming. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) and 
assume that F and G,, jc m, are differentiable at (ST, . . . . S,*), and that there 
exists u E RT such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. Further, assume that F 
is b-pseudoconvex, that for each jEm, uJGJ is pJ-quasiconvex, and that 
p + Cy=, pJ B 0. Then (SF, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of(P). 
Proof In Theorem 2.2, let r = m and J, = {k), k E m. 1 
Since uJGJ is uJpJ-quasiconvex whenever G, is p,-quasiconvex and uJ > 0, 
the proof of the next corollary is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (S:, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) and 
assume as in Corollary 2.1, except that instead of uJGJ being tiJ-quasiconvex, 
G, is p,-quasiconvex for each j E m and p + C,“=, uJpJ > 0. Then (ST, . . . . S,*) 
is an optimal solution of(P). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (S:, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) and 
assume that F and G,, je m, are differentiable at (ST, . . . . S,*), and that there 
exists UE Ry such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. Further, assume that F 
is t?-pseudoconvex, that the function ( T1, . . . . T,,) + Cy= 1 uJGJ (T,, . . . . T,) is 
p-quasiconvex, and that 6 + p 2 0. Then (SF, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution 
of (PI. 
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Pro@ In Theorem 2.2, let Jk = g for some k E 1. 1 
We observe that in Corollary 2.2, each constraint function G, is assumed 
to be p,-quasiconvex, whereas in Corollary 2.3 they are aggregated into 
one p-quasiconvex function. It is also possible to consider situations inter- 
mediate between these two extreme cases in which some of the constraint 
functions can be combined into a p-quasiconvex function while the rest are 
individually p-quasiconvex. A situation of this type is stated in the next 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a fi?asihle solution of (P) and 
assume that F and G,, j+z ~2, are differentiable at (ST, . . . . S,*). and that there 
exists u E 88’: such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. Further, assume that F 
is fi-pseudoconvex, that for each je N c m, G, is fiJ-quasiconvex, that the 
function (T,, . . . . T,,)+C,.,+,,u,G,(T,, . . . . T,,) is p-quasiconvex, and that 
b + fi + C,E,y u,p, > 0. Then (ST, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution qf(P). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let (ST, . . . . ST) be a jeasihle solution of (P) and 
assume that F and G,, jE m, are differentiable at (Sf , . . . . ST), and that there 
e.xists u E IRT such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satiqfied. Further, assume that the 
,function (T,, . . . . T,) -+ F( T,, . . . . T,) + Cy= 1 u,G,( T,, . . . . T,) is b-pseudo- 
convex with b 3 0. Then (S:, . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of (P). 
Prooj: In Theorem 2.2, let J, = n_l. 1 
The next theorem is an n-set function analogue of Theorem 2 of of [X], 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) and ussume 
that F and G,, jE g, are differentiable at (ST. . . . . S,*), and that there exist 
UgER,, UER”,, (u,, u) #O, such that 
m 
wJ’,F.s;. ,s;+ c QW,,;. ,s$-I,: 20 ‘j for all S, E d, iEg, 
J=I / 
(2.3) 
u,G,(S: ,..., S,*)=O, jEr_n. (2.4) 
Further, assume that F is fi-pseudoconvex, that for each k E L c r u [O I. 
r,( ., u) is strictly p,-pseudoconvex, that for each k E r u (0) \ L, rk( ., 14) is 
p,-quasiconvex, that I+,, u], jG Jk, kE L, are not all zero, and that 
uob+C;=,Pk30. Then (57: ,..., S,*) is an optimal solution of(P). 
Proof Suppose, on the contrary, that (SF, . . . . S,*) is not optimal for 
(P) so that there exists a feasible solution (S,, ,.., S,,) # (ST, . . . . S,*) with 
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F(S,, . . . . S,) < F(S,*, . . . . S,*). This inequality implies, in view of our 
fi-pseudoconvexity assumption, that 
” 
,c, (D,Fs;, ..,s;, ~s,-~s~) < -Pd”((S,, . . . . S,), (S:, . . . . S,*)). (2.5) 
From (2.4), feasibility of (S,, ,,,, S,), and nonnegativity of u it follows that 
for each ke L, I’J(S,, . . . . S,), U) < 0 = T,((S:, . . . . S,*), u), which implies, by 
our strict p,-pseudoconvexity assumption, that 
i ( c Q,G,s;,..,s;, k--Is:) 
r=l JEJh 
G -D,d2((S,, ..., S,), (s:, . . . . S,*)), kEL, (2.6) 
with strict inequality holding if some uJ > 0, Jo Jk, k E L. Similarly, we see 
that for each kEru {O)\L, T,((S,, . . . . S,), u)<O=rk((ST, . . . . S,*), u), 
which implies, in view of our p,-quasiconvexity hypothesis, that 
1 ( 1 U,D,G,s;. ,.y, Is,-1s;) 
r= 1 J 6 Jk 
G -Pkd2w,, . . . . S”), (SF, . . . . Xl), kEyu (O}\L. (2.7) 
From (2.5)-(2.7) and the assumption that uO, uJ, Jo Jk, ke L, are not all 
zero, we conclude that 
GVs;, . s; + f ‘J~zGJS~, ,S; 3 Is, - ‘s: 
J=l > 
< - u,j?+ j?k d2((S,, . ..) S,), (Sf, . ..) S,*)). 
k=l 
Since uO@ + I;= r Pk > 0, we have a contradiction to (2.3). Therefore, 
(SF 9 . . . . S,*) is an optimal solution of(P). 1 
As in the case of Theorem 2.2, we shall next state some corollaries of 
Theorem 2.3 which can easily be verified by appropriate choices of the 
partitioning sets J,, Jk, k E!. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let (S,*, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) and 
assume that F and G,, jsm, are differentiable at (ST, . . . . S,*), and that there 
exist u,ER+, uelw”,, (u,, u) #O, such that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied. 
Further, assume that F is b-pseudoconvex, that for each j E m, uJ G, is strictly 
p,-pseudoconvex, and that uOfi +x7=:=, P,>O. Then (ST, . . . . S,*) is an 
optimal solution of(P). 
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We observe that if (SF, . . . . S,T), F, G,, Jo m, uO. and u are as m 
Corollary 2.6, if for each Jo ~2, G, is strictly p,-pseudoconvex, and if 
uOfi + x7=, u,p, 3 0, then the conclusion of Corollary 2.6 remains valid. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a feasible solution of (P) und 
assume that F and G,, j E 171, are dqferentiahle at (ST. .,., S,T ), und that there 
esist u,,E R + , u E RT, (uO, u) # 0, such that (2.3 ) und (2.4) ure sattsfird. 
Further, assume that F is t%pseudoconve.u, that for each j E M c nt, u,G, i.5 
strictl~~ p,-pseudoconvex, that for each j6 N = m ,,,I M. u,G, is p,-quasicomes. 
that u,,, u,. jE M, are not all zero, and that uOfi + Cy=, p, 3 0. Then 
(ST, . . . . ST) is an optimal solution of(P). 
Again, we note that if (S:, . . . . Sf ), F, G,. .I E ~2, u(,. and II are as in 
Corollary 2.7. if for each j6 M, G, is strictly p,-pseudoconvex, if for each 
Jo N. G, 1s p,-quasiconvex, if zlO, u,, Jo M, are not all zero. and rf 
IC~,~ + x7= , u,p, 3 0, then (ST. . . . . S,* ) is an optimal solution of ( P ). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let (ST, . . . . S,*) he a feasible solution of’ (P ) trricl 
assume that F and G,, jE rl2, are differentiable at (SF, ..,. S,*), and that there 
e.ui.st u,,ER+, uE[W’:, (u,, u) # 0, such that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied 
Further, assume that F is t?-pseudoconve.u, that the ,function (T,, . . . . T,,) + 
x7= , u,G,( T, , . . . . T,,) is strictly p-pseudoconve.u. and that uC,,5 + fi >, 0. Then 
(ST. . . . . S: ) is an optimal solution af (P). 
3. DUALITY THEOREMS 
Making use of the necessary optimality conditions of Theorem 1.2 and 
the sufficiency results of the preceding section, we now discuss the analogue 
of Wolfe’s duality formulation [ 161 for (P) and establish appropriate 
duality theorems under p-convexity assumptions. More general duality 
models for (P) will be presented in the following section. 
Throughout this section and the next. it will be assumed that F and G,. 
jE m, are differentiable on dal”. 
In relation to (P). consider the problem 
(Dl) maximize @((T ,,..., T,,),u)=F(T ,...., T,,)+ f u,G,(T ,,..., T,,) 
,-I 
subject to 
D,F T,. .7-n + f u,D,G,r,. .~nr/.s,-I~, 
,=I 
for all S, E .cd, i E n, (3.1 i 
(T , , . ..) T,,) E .d”. II E R’:, . 
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The following two theorems show that (Dl) is dual to (P). 
THEOREM 3.1 (Weak Duality). Let (S,, . . . . S,) and ((T, , . . . . T,), u) be 
arbitrary feasible solutions of (P) and (Dl), respectively, and assume that F 
is p-convex, that for each jE m, G, is PI-convex, and that p + Cy=, u,p, > 0. 
Then F(S,, . . . . S,)> @((T,, . . . . T,), u). 
Proof Since 
F(S 1,.-,&J- 
i 
F(T,,..., T,,)+ f u,G,(T,,..., Tn) 
,=I 1 
2 i CD,F,. ,r, > Is,-Z,,)+Bd*((% . . U, CT,, . . T,)) 
- i u,G,(T ,,..., T,) (byfi-convexityofF) 
,=I 
3-i 
m 
c QW,,,, .,TnrzS,-zT, - c u,G,(T,,..., T,,) 
I=1 ,=I > 
m 
j=1 
+ pd*((S,, . . . . U (T,, . . . . T,)) (by (3.1 )I 
2 - : u,G,(S 
J=I 
,,..., S.,)+(D-+;l u,,,)d’((S, ,..., S,), (T, . ..T.)) 
(by pJ -convexity of G,, j E m, and nonnegativity of U) 
20 since (S, , . . . . S,) is feasible for (P), u b 0, and b + f u,p, 2 0 , 
J=I > 
we have the desired inequality F(S,, . . . . S,) 3 @((T,, . . . . T,), u). 1 
THEOREM 3.2 (Strong Duality). Let (ST, . . . . S,*) be a regular optimal 
solution of (P) and assume that F is p-convex, that for each je y, G, is 
P,-convex, and that b + Cy=, uJpJ > 0 for all u such that ((T,, . . . . T,,), u) is 
feasible for (Dl) for some (T,, . . . . T,,) E&“. Then there exists u* E WY such 
that ((ST, . . . . S,*), a*) is an optimal solution of (Dl) and F(Sr, . . . . S,*)= 
@((s:, . ..) S,*), u*). 
Proof By Theorem 1.2, there exists u* E lRy such that ((ST, . . . . S,*), u*) 
is feasible for (Dl ) and F( SF, . . . . S,*) = @((ST, . . . . S,*), u*). Now optimality 
of ((ST, . . . . S,*), u*) follows from Theorem 3.1. 1 
We also have the following Mangasarian-type converse duality result 
[16] for (P)-(Dl). 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Strict Converse Duality). Assume us in Theorem 3.2 and 
let ((s,, . . . . s,), il) be an optimal solution of (Dl). If F is strictly fi-cotwe’s 
(or G, is strictly p,-convex for at least one jE e with the corresponding com- 
ponent ii, of U positive), then (ST, . . . . S,*) = (s,, . . . . s,), that is, (3,. . . . . s,,) is 
an optimal solution of(P) and F(S:, . . . . S,*) = @((s,. . . . . s,), ii). 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that (ST, . . . . S,T ) # (s, , ,... s,, ). By 
Theorem 3.2, there exists II* E Ry such that ((SF, ..,, S,T), u*) is optimal for 
(Dl) and F(S:. . . . . S,*)= @((ST, . . . . ST), u*). Now proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, we otain F(Sf , . . . . S,*)>@((S,, . . . . S,,), U), which is a 
contradiction since @((s ,,..., s,),U)=@((ST ,..., S,T).u*)=F(S: ,..., S,T) 
Hence (ST. . . . . S,T)=(s,, . . . . s,,) and F(S:, . . . . S,l:)=@((s,, . . . . s,,), U). 1 
From the above discussion it is easily seen that the following variant of 
(Dl ) is also a dual problem for (P) under the same requirements specified 
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2: 
(D2) maximize F( T, , . . . . T,,) 
subject to 
r?, \ 
D,F~,, .T,+ c @,G,T~ .T,,> z,,,-rT,) 30 
,= I 
for all S, E .d, i E g, 
f u,G,(T,, . . . . T,,)30, 
,=I 
(T,, . . . . T,) E .Q/“, 11 E iw:; . 
We shall see in the next section, where (D2) will be obtained as a special 
case of a more general duality model, that duality holds between (P) and 
(D2) under much weaker conditions. 
Much as in the case of Wolfe duality for problems with point functions 
[16, IS], it is possible to establish duality for (P)-(Dl ) by requiring that 
@( ., u) be pseudoconvex instead of imposing p-convexity conditions on the 
individual functions. However, this case will be subsumed by the more 
general duality results that will be discussed in the next section and hence 
it will not be treated separately. 
As a simple example, consider the problem 
minimize v, dp, . . . . ?: ,Indp) ” 
subject to $, w, 4) do, IE !g, 
n 
(S,, . . . . S,) E d”. 
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where 4, I++, , . .. . IC/,,,: R n + R are convex and differentiable, and I’,, 
~Y,E L,(X, r;4, p), iEg. Under these conditions the n-set functions 
(S L1 -., S,) -+ d(ls, o1 & . . . . Is, 0, dp) and (S,, . . . . S,) -+ tir(Ss, wI dp, . . . . 
fs, u’, dp), j E m, are convex and differentiable, and (Dl ) takes the form 
maximize q4 ~1 4, . ..> 
7.1 
+ 5 u,$, ( jT, ~1 dp, ...> j, ‘t’n 4) 
,=l 
subject o 
VI dp, . . . . 
Tl 
w1 dp, . . . . 20 
T1 
for all S,E&, iEn, 
(T , , . . . . T,,) Ed”, UERm,. 
4. GENERALIZED DUALITY THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall discuss some dual problems for (P) which are 
different from (Dl ), and establish weak, strong, and strict converse duality 
theorems under generalized p-convexity conditions. These duality formula- 
tions were originally proposed in [IS] for nonlinear programs involving 
point functions. We shall begin with the following general duality model 
and then examine some of its special cases: 
(D3) maximize A((T,, . . . . T,), u)=F(T ,,..., T,)+ c u,G,(T ,,..., T,) 
IEJO 
subject o 
DFT,, .Tn + f ‘@,G,T I,.. T,,zs,-rT, >o 
I=1 > 
forallS,E&, ieg, (4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where Jo, Jk, k E r, are as specified in Section 2. 
The following two theorems show that (D3) is dual to (P). 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Weak Duality). Let (S,, . . . . S,) and ((T,, . . . . T,,). u) be 
arhitrar~~ feasible solutions of (P) and (D3). respectil~ely. und ussume thut 
A( ., u) is b-pseudoconvex, that for each key, I-,(( ., u) is p,-quasiconw\-. 
and that fi+zL=, Pk>O. Then F(S,, . . . . S,,)> .4((T,, . . . . T,,). u). 
Prooj: From (4.2) feasibility of (S,, . . . . S,,), and nonnegativity of 14, it 
follows that for each ke!- T,((S,, . . . . S,,), u)dOdTJ( T,, . . . . T,,)- u), which 
implies. in view of our p,-quasiconvexity assumption, that 
d -&d’((S,, . . . . S,,), (T,. . . . . T,,)). k E(. 
Because of these inequalities. (4.1) yields 
i (DJ,,. ,I-,+ c u,D,G,,,. d-I,:) i-1 ,t Jn 
3 C &d’((S,, . . . . S,,), (T,. . . . . T,,)) 
h=I 
3 -,W((S,, . . . . S,,). (T,. . . . . T,,)). 
where the second inequality follows from the hypothesis that 
$ + CL _ , jik b 0. By our b-pseudoconvexity assumption, the above 
inequality implies that A (( S, , . . . . S,,), 10 3 A ( ( T, , . . . . T,, ), u). Since u 3 0 and 
G,( S,, . . . . S,) < 0, jc n_l, we obtain the desired inequality F(S, . . . . . S,,) > 
A((T,. . ..> I-,,), u). I 
THEOREM 4.2 (Strong Duality). Let (ST. . . . . S,T) be u regular optimul 
solution of (P) and assume that A( ., u) is fi-pseudoconrles. that ,for euch 
k E 1, f,( ., u) is pk-quasiconvex, and that fi + CL. = , Pi 2 0 fbr all u such thtrt 
(( T, . . . . . T,,), u ) is feasible ,for (D3) fbr some ( T, , . . . . T,,) E .d”. Then there 
exists u* such that ((ST ,..., S,*), u*) is an optimal sohrtion of (D3) und 
F(S?, . . . . S,T)=A((S:, . . . . S,*), u*). 
Proof By Theorem 1.2, there exists u* E If87 such that ((ST, . . . . S,T), u*) 
is feasible for (D3) and that F(S:, . . . . S,*)=A((S:, . . . . S,T), u*). Now 
optimality of ((ST. . . . . S,*), u*) follows from Theorem 4.1. 1 
We also state and prove a converse duality theorem for (P))(D3). 
THEOREM 4.3 (Strict Converse Duality). Assume as in Theorem 4.2 and 
let ((3, , . . . . s,,), U) he an optimal solution of (D3). If A( ., ii) is .strict/j% 
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fi-pseudoconvex, then (SF, . . . . S,*) = (s,, . . . . S,,), that is, (S,, . . . . 3,) is an 
optimal solution of(P) and F(S:, . . . . S,*) = A(($,, . . . . S,), U). 
Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, that (S:, . . . . S,*) # (S,, . . . . SM). By 
Theorem 4.2, there exists U* such that ((S:, . . . . S,*), u*) is optimal for (D3) 
and F(S:, . . . . S,*) = A((S:, . . . . S,*), u*). Now proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
DJs,, ,s, + 1 fi,D,G,s,, ..s,, 1,: -Is, 
It Jo > 
2 -fid*((S,*, . . . . S,*), (S,, “., s,,,, 
which implies, by the strict b-pseudoconvexity assumption, that 
A(($+, -.., S,*), fi) > ((S, 3 ..., S,),U). Since U,G,(S: ,..., S,*)<O, jEc, we 
have that F(S:, . . . . S,*) > A((S,, . . . . S,), u), in contradiction to 
F(Sf , . . . . s,*)=n((s:, . ..) S,*), u*)=A((S,, . . . . s,,), U). Hence (ST, . . . . S,*) 
= (S, ) . . . . 3,) and F(Sj+, . . . . S,f)=A((S,, . . . . s,), ii). m 
We shall close with a brief examination of some special cases of (D3). 
We first observe that if we let J, = m, then (D3) reduces to (Dl). In this 
case, according to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, (Dl ) is dual to (P) if the function 
F+ C;= i u,G, is pseudoconvex for all u such that (( Ti, . . . . T,), U) is feasible 
for (Dl) for some (T,, . . . . T,) E &“‘. 
If we choose J, = m for some k E r, then (D3) becomes (D2). By 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, (D2) is dual to (P) if F is @-pseudoconvex, if
z= 1 ulGJ 
is p-quasiconvex, and if p + 0 3 0 for all u such that 
1, . . . . T,), U) is feasible for (D2) for some (T,, . . . . T,,) E A”. 
If we let r = m and J, = {k], k E m, we obtain the problem 
(D4) maximize F( T, , . . . . T,) 
subjectto(4.1) (4.3),andu,G,(T ,,..., T,,)>O, jEy. 
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, (D4) is dual to (P) if F is fi-pseudoconvex, if for 
each j E m, u,G, is p,-quasiconvex, and if $ + x7=, p, b 0 for all u such that 
((T,, . . . . T,), u) is feasible for (D4) for some (T,, . . . . T,,) E G!“‘. 
Evidently, if G, is p,-quasiconvex, then for u1 3 0, u,G, is 
u,p,-quasiconvex, and hence we can deduce from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hat 
(D4) is dual to (P) if F is b-pseudoconvex, if for each jEm, G, is 
p,-quasiconvex, and if /? + C’J= i u,p, > 0 for all u such that ((T,, . . . . T,), u) 
is feasible for (D.5) for some ( T1, . . . . T,) E d”. 
Comparing (D4) with (D2) considered above, we see that in one case 
each one of the constraint functions is required to be p-quasiconvex, 
whereas in the other case all of them are combined into a p-quasiconvex 
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function. It is possible to formulate dual problems which lie somewhere 
between these two extreme cases. For example, consider the problem 
(D5) maximize F( T, , . . . . T,) 
subject o (4.1), (4.3), and 
u,G,(T ,...., T,,)>O. .I E N c El. 
1 u,G,(T,. . . . . T,,)>,O. 
, t m h’ 
It can easily be seen from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that (D5) is dual to (P) 
if F is b-pseudoconvex, if for each Jo N, G, is p,-quasiconvex, if 
c ,En,i ,,, u,G, is p-quasiconvex, and if 6 + p + x,, y u,p, 2 0 for all u such 
that ((T, , . . . . T,), U) is feasible for (D5) for some ( T, , . . . . T,,) E .nl”. 
Similarly, it can be verified that the following variant of (D3), 
(D6) maximizeF(T ,,..., T,,)+ c zd,G,(T ,...., r,,) 
,t Ji, 
subject o (4.1 ), (4.3), and 
u,G,(T,, . . . . T,,)30, jEJ,. 
c u,G,(T,, . . . . T,,)>O. 
It J2 
where {J,,J,,J,} is a partition of m, is dual to (P) if F+C,EJ,u,G, is 
b-pseudoconvex, if for each j E .I,, G, is p,-quasiconvex, if xJtJ2 u,G, is 
p-quasiconvex, and if fi +p +c,,J, u,p, 20 for all u such that 
((T,, . . . . T,,), U) is feasible for (D6) for some (T,. . . . . T,,)E a!“. 
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